
Pharmaceutical Company's Focus on Data Deepens Customer Engagement 
The Challenge: A major East Coast 
pharmaceutical company that 
specializes in respiratory, infectious 
diseases, oncology and 
inflammation. Information about 
each brand is marketed to health 
care providers (HCPS). In this 
market, heavy emphasis is placed on 
the salesforce and digital 
performance is often an after-
thought. This company wanted to 
understand the quality of campaign 
performance as well as the 
relationship to the salesforce.

First Version 

Why Ambition Data? Th is 
company retained Ambition Data 
to make a connection between 
reams of reporting data and 
actions that brand marketers 
would understand and execute. 
This required a trusted 
relationship with the internal 
team in addition to knowledge 
of the data and how quality 
performance could be measured. 
Presentation had to be 
simplified for internal stakeholders. 

Second Version 

Results: Ambition Data 
worked with a robust set of 
marketing data connected 
within Tableau. Campaign 
performance was framed for 
quality by -shallow, moderate 
and deep- engagements. 
Further, a predictive eye-
tracking tool was used to catch 
and flag rough spots within the 
HCP experience. 

Third Version 

10% decrease        in 
shallow engagement 

Adds clear CTAs and 
prominent video 

I have worked with Ambition 
Data for five years and found it 
to be an outstanding partner. 
The team possesses that rare 
quality of translating business 
concepts into understandable 
business ideas with no loss of 

quality." 
Head of multichannel analytics & 

strategy 

Future Plans: This pharmaceutical company 
continues to increase campaign performance 
through ongoing analysis and reporting. New 
data sets, more rigorous testing and more 
voice of the customer collection are in the 

immediate future. The company's newfound 
passion for using data to support its 
relentless focus on customers and 

performance makes it a leader in its market 
space. 

9% increase        in 
shallow engagement

Loss of clear CTA's, 
worsened mobile layout 


